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Cellular Detection of HLA Class II Encoded Determinants--

Subtype Polymorphisms of HLA-D

I NTRODUCTION

-4The introduction of the mixed leukocyte culture test (MLC). (Ban et al,

1964; Bach and Hiruchhor7o 1964) cmýbIned with tte establishment of a one-way

method of stimulation In NLO (Bach and Voynow 1966.lowed the correlation of

proliferative response In KLC with results of serological studies and the

suggestion that reactivity in MC ti controlled by the major

histocompatibility complex In man-(Bach and Amos 1967).-%ov known as HILA.

That the chromosomal region of ILA which controls the strougest stimulatory

determinants for NLC (nov known as the MLA-'O region) was different from the

*'-' class I encoding genes we already suggested In two early studlesI(Amos and

Bach 1968; Bach ,t al. 1969); yefinitive evidence In thin regard came from the
studies of Yunis and Amos (1971).

j¢ A series of technical and conceptual advances led to our present day

understanding of the D region. Romosygots typing cells (HTCs) (Mempel at al.

1973; van den Tweel eL al. 1973; Jorgensen et al. 1973; Dipont et al. 1973)

"were used in MLC, which allowed the definicioe of Dw "specificities,* based on

the demonstration that response In HLC can be meaningfully quantitated with

regard to genetic disparity (Albertini and Bach 1968). In the same year,

serological recognition of HLA-D region encoded antigens was accomplished by

van LUeuwen, van Rood and co-workers (1973).

In 1975, the primed LD (lymphocyte) typing (PLT) test was described from

our laboratories (Sheehy et al. 1975) in an attempt to help define T

lymphocyte recognized specificities for which no HTC existed, as well as to

obtain a finer analysis of such T lymphocyte recognized determinants. A

.4. further refinement of that test involved the cloning of T cells responsive in
*0*e
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MLC/PLT in mouse (Fathman and Hengarten 1978) and in man (Bach et al.

.979).

Use of HTC& led to recognition that mote than a single Dw apecificity could

be associated with a serologically defined antigen such as DR4. These Dw

specificities were subtypic to the serologically defined antigen. Le. DR4 could

be "spiLt" into a namber of Dv specificities, With the recognition that the

serologically defined antigens of DR end DQ can be divided into DW subtypes with

HTC testing, it became Important to evaluate whether such Dv subtype

"polymorphisms can be related to DI and DQ protein polymorphisms. Although DR 8

chain polymorpnism wea demonstrated within a single serologlceally defined DR

antigen (e.g. Goyert and Silver 1982), we were able to demonstrate that a highly

I• significant correlation existed between the Dv subtype of the cell from which

"the DIL 0 proteins were taken and the positional variation of those proteins in

isoelectric focusing (Groner et al* 1963), a finding independently confirmed by

Napom et al* (1983). These findings support the concept that the Dw Aubtypes

Movere related to protein differences.

2' It Is our purpose In this paper to discuss our current knowledge of the

HLA-D region from the T cell perspective, an area that has been recently

reviewed (Bach 1985). A brief introduction to the IUA-D regicn as it is

knowu today may be useful in this ragard.

THE GENETIC ORGANILATION OF HLA

WithLn the HLA-D region, there are three different families of genes called

J DR, DQ, and DP. iWithin the DR family, there are three 0 genes and a single a

Sean, the product of which associates with the products of DR 8 genes. The DR a

gene is essentially invariant but the 0 genes are polymorphic to an extent which

i will be discussed below. The DQ family includes twe a genes, DQo1 and DQX2 and

o4
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"two 8 genes, DQ•l and DQ6 2 . The DP family also consists of two a and two 8

genes, DPn1 , DPQ 2 , DP81 and DP0 2. In addition tc the Dr., DQ and DP a and 8

genes, there is an additional a chain gene, referred to as DZa, the map position
".4

of which is not known and which does not appear to fit into any one of the three

* families, as well as recent, and as yet unpublished, data (E. Long, personal

communication), suggesting the existence of an additional 8 gene.

Limited data that are available are consistent with the model that (in many

-, cases) the DR Ia specificities (DRl through Derl4) are present on 8 chains

encoded by allelic genes. With this model one can, therefore, by convention

"refer to the DRB 1 (or m81 ) genes, and their products as carrying these

srolojically defined specificities. Two serologically defined specificites,

DRw52 and 53 (formerly known as MT2 and HT3) appear to be associated, in sone
.4

"* cases, with a different DRI 0u dimer that could be referred to as Dta$2 (Hurley

at &1. 1984). Additional work will be needed before these associations with Mo1

N and 002 can be generalized to the extent just discussed; it is quite possible,

if not likely, that there will be exceptions to this rule. We shall, however,

I.-' use this model to discuss the data to be presented recognizing the caveats that

must be considered.

The DQwI (equivalent to MTl and MBI), DQw2 (MB2) and DQw3 (MB3)

4.,) specificities are associated with the expression of DQ aO dimers; once again, to

N the extent that genes encoding these specificities are allelic, they could

arbitrarily be assigned to a DQ•jO1 dinter. The products of DP genes are

detected by the response of T lymphocytes in the primed lymphocyte typing (PLT)

assay (Sheehy et &1. 1975) on the basis of which the UP polymorphiam wms defined

"(Shaw et &1. 1980). Our raferenre i•a this paper to DR 81 or 82 genes and DR 81

or 82 proteins is not meant to relate a given gene to a given protein product.

4,o
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"similar levels of ignorance exist for DQ and DPo

RECOGNITION OF CLASS II PRODUCTS BY T LYMPHOCYTES

Specificities recognized by T lymphocytes are most commonly defined with

homozygous typing cells (HTC) or primed lymphocyte typing (PLT) reagents;

Specificities defined with HTCs are referred o.o as Dv (they are still

ill-defined and thus referred to as "workshop" specificities designated with a

v"); the term LD io used for determinants recognized by T lymphocytes. An LD

*. epitope is associated with a single molecular product; a Dw specificity is

- defined by the composite response of T lymphocytes to LD epitopes present on

all products of HLA-D and thus represents a "haplotype designation."

Can the LD determinants (epitopes) recognized by T lymphocytes be defined

aerologically? This is a difficult, if not Impossible, question to answer

given present knowledge and techniques; nor, at least in the opinion of some,

io it the most important questions Given currently available reagents, the

determinants most frequently recognized by T calls are usually different from

the determinants most readily recognized serologically. If it seems surprisiwrg

that an epitope is not recognized by both T and B cells, one must remember that

certain allogeneic differences recognized strongly by T lymphocytes (such as

*-' certain H-2K locus mutants (Bach at ale 1972, Widmer ec &1. 1973) have been

extremely difficult to define serologically, despite very extensive efforts to

Sdo so.

The Homozygous Typing Cell (HTC) Test

Definition of the HLA-Dwl through Dwl9 sp.tcificittes is based on

proliferative responses of T lymphocyteb in a primary mixed leukocyte culture

(MLQ) to stimulating cells that are putatively homozygous (HTC), at least for

D
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the DR and DQ products. In some cases the rrTCs are autozygous, i.e. the donors

are offspring of consanguineous marriage, in which case the cells are almost

always homosygous for all HLA-region products; in other cases, HTCs are

.' phenotypically homozygous (allozygous) for DR and DQ but can be heterozygous

for DP. Allosygous HTC may also not be identical in the two haplotypes for

the DR and DQ products.

HTCs are chosen as typing reagents if i) the cells do not stimulate a

significant response in the appropriate combinations within the family from

,.' which they were derived, ii) they do not stimulate (or are weak in atimulating)

* cells of other HTCs used to "define" the sams Dv specificity, and iii) they can

I be used successfully to "type" an unrelated panel, i.e. to distinguish between

". unrelated individuals whose cells respond positively in MIX to the HTC and those

who show no reponse or a weak reponse, i.e. carry the specificity defined by the

HTC.

". With so"e HTCs, responding calls of the panel form a biphasic reoonse; those

"responding weakiy are assigned the Dv specificity of the HTC, while those

gresponding strongly are not. More often, however, there is no clear biphasic

response and thus an arbitrary "cut-off" Is chosen. It must be emphasized that

"this arbitrary threshold may represent as much as 30% of the T cell proliferative

response, by those same responding cells, to antigenic differences associated

with a full HLA-D disparity. Assignment of Dv specificities, therefore,

frequently not only does not guarantee HLA-D region (including DP) identity

between responding and stimulating tells but leaves a large likelihood of

possible non-identity.

HTC r4sting has been most useful in defining the series of Dw specift-

cities which represent clusters of antigenic determinants associated with the

various class II products. (Class I antigens can, when disparate, also

"A
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stimulate T lymphocytes to proliferate, albeit weakly). The response to an HTC

represents the aggregate reactions of clones that can recognize determinants

associated chiefly with DR, DQ and DP. It depends not only on the number of

determinants carried by the IITC which the responding cell does not have but also

on the "strength" of those determinants, i.e. the frequency of clones that

respond to those disparate determinants and the extent of proliferation by cells

of those clones.

The ability to define Dw specificities with HTCs, despite the ability of all

HLA products to stimulate T cell proliferation, rests to a great extent on three

factors. First, the DR product(s) may stimulate most of the proliferating cells

in an HLC (Bach et al. 1983) although there is only a little evidence for this.

Second. loose criteria, i.e. a 40% to 501 relative response, have been used to

designate a typing response; more stringent criteria, such as a 10% to 202

relative response, would result in fever "typing responses." Third, sufficient

linkage disequilibrium holds together on given haplotypee certain alleles

encoding DR, DQ and other specificities; this linkage disequilibrium in turn

leads to sufficient gone, and thus antigen, sharing between the HTCa and the

cells of individuals being t6stet to provide typing responses. To the extant

that HIA alleles, such as those of DP, are not in linkage disequilibrium with the

DR-DQ combination of a given haplotype, stimulation of proliferation by products

of those DP genes creates "noise," which makes more difficult the assignment of a

Dv specificity. There is ample evidence that products are held together In

linkage disequilibrium with different products in different populations. For

instance, DR2 is found with DQwl in the North American Caucasian population but

with DQw3 in Southern American Waru Indians. Related but different Dw

specificities may therefore be disclosed in different populations by a single

HTC.
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Polymoiphism Within Serologically Defined DR and Dq (Ta) Specificities

There it polymorphism within single oerologically defined (I&) specificities

of DR and DQ. Two major lines of evidence have led *o this conclusion. First,

individuals expressing a given DR Ia specificity, with the associated DQ Ta

specificity (such as DR4-DQw3), can be divided into several gioups based on

assignment of Dw specificities. Second, protein studies of the 0 chains of DR

and DQ have demonstrated a polymorphism In isoelectric focusing that correlates

with the Dw types; this finding, mentioned in the introduction, will not be

discussed extensively in this paper although it represents an Important link in

the overall story.

Certain relationships exist between the class II serologically defined (I&)

and T lymphocyte defined (Dw/LD) specificities. One speaks of one specificity ts

being "supertypic" to another (the latter being called "subtypic" to the first)

based on population studies. For instance, DQwl is generally eupertypic to DRI,

DR2 and DRw6; individuals positive for DQwl can be divided into those that are

positive for DRI, D012 sec. Any individual typing positively for DRI, DR2 or DRw6

is also likely to carry the specificity DQwl. The DQ La and DRw52 and w53

specificities are supertypic to the DR1-DRwI4 specificities; in addition, certain

of the DRI-DRwl4 specificities are supertypic to the various Dw specificities.

The relationships of these speciflcities, including DN, in terms of their being

frequently encoded by a haplotype in the Caucasian population are given in

Table 1.

The Dw specificities defined with HTCs were first thought by some to be tho

equivalent of the serologically defined DR antigens but there is now much

evidence that one serologically defined DR specificity can be associated with

several Dw subtypes as defined with HTC or PLT reagents. Although the Nw

subtypes are usually referred to as being related to a given DR specificity, they
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also relate to the supertypic DQ la specificities. These subtypes, given Dv

essignations. represent the aggregate effect of LD stimulating determinants

associated with all of the HLA products. Thus, DQ and DR product-associated LD

determinants contribute to the definition of the Dw specificity. One can

appropriately speak of DR4-DQw3 or DR2-DQvl Dw subtypes in the Caucasian

population in which DR4 is generally in linkage disequilibrium with DQW3 and DR2

with DQwl.

At least four different Dw specificitias can be defined within DR4-DQw3z

Dw4, DwlO, Dwt3 (formerly DB3) and Dwl4 (formerly LD40); Dwl5 (formerly DYT) is a

subtype of DR4 but iS not astociated with DQw3. In addition, one of these, Dwl3,

can be further split using HTC, into KT2+ and KT2- cells (Reinsmoen and Bach

1982). Some DR4+ or Dk2+ individuals carry "blank" (undefined) Dw specificities.

This is shown graphically in Fig. 1. Similarly, DR2 can be split into three Dv

subtypes; Dw2, Dw12 and a cluster of specificities including MN2 and LD-5 (Fig.

2). We have studied Lhis DR2-associtted cluster, LD-5&/MN2 in dotail"(Reinsmoen

at &1. 1984). The subtypes of DR2 and DR4 are listed in Table 2.

Primed Lymphocyte (LD) Typing (PLT)

The PLT test is an alternative method of defining LD determinants. HTCs are

difficult to find and, as discussed above, carry LD determinants associated with

class I and clesa II products that stimulate a proliferative response. In the

PLT test there is selective activation of T lymphocytes to determinants

associated with single or multiple class I or class II products. In order to

develop a PLT reagent, responding and stiiulating cells are chosen which differ

for various class I and/or class II products. The cells are Incubated in a

primary HLC for a period of ten days, providing time for the responding cells to
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revert to non-dividing, but now "primed", cells. These make an accelerated, and

very strong, secondary response to the determinants recognized in the prim.ng

combination. When third party cells carry the LD specificities recognized in the

sansitizing MLC, they will stimulate a proliferative reponse similar to that

evoked by cells of the original sensitizing cell donor; third party calls not

carrying those specificities will not evoke such a reponse.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, PLT reagents can be used to define determinants

closely associated with ILA-Dw as defined by HTCs. These reagents are especially

useful in defining new HLA-D specificities for which an HTC has not been deftned.

MN2 is a new HLA-D specificity associated with DR2 which has been defined by PLT

not HTC reagents.

The cloning of PLT reactive cells has refined the PLT test. Clones

presumably define single determinants; cloned reaaents, therefore, can def!ine

determinants associated with a single product of the class 1I region. Thd

alleles of DP, for instance, have to date only been defined with PLT ruagent3.

Whereas it is extremely difficult to derive bulk PLT reagents to define the DP

antigens, cloning of anti-OP reagents (generated in DR/DQ "identical"

combinations) allows the ready preparation of PLT cells defining the I.Pwl-DPW3

and DPw5 and DPw6 antigens. Shown in Fig. 4 are results obtained with "cloned"

PLT reagents defining the DPw2 and DPw4 specificities. Most "clones" primed to

DPw2 are restimulated specifically by DPw2. The fact that DPw4, for instance, is

*. usually "split" by using cloned reagents (Pawelac at al. 1982; ReInsmoen and Bach

1983) attests further to the power of PLT cell cloning. By choosing appropriate

donors for the re3ponding and stimulating cells for the generation of a PLT

reagent, it is thus possible to obtain PLT reagents which correspond very closely

*. to the Dw specificities defined with liTCs or to define individual LD determinants

Lhat make up a part of a Dw specificity.

A . . - - - - . . . .
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Studies With "Cloned" T Cells

Although there is some evidence that DR and DQ products can stimulate T

lymphocytes, it is not clear whether there are determinants associated wi:h both

these products that contribute to the Dw haplotype assignment, i.e. have a

population distribution corresponding to the subtypic Dw specificity. We have

thus used cloned T cells and panel studies of phenotypically well-characterized

cells as well as monoclonal antibody blocking studies, to show that determinants

associated with the DR as well as the DQ product appear to contribute to the

definition of a Dw specificity (Reinsmoen and Bach 1985). Cloned T cells respond

to what are probably two separate DR a0 dimers, although there is at present no

evidence for a further subtype polymorphism of one of those dimers.

Utilizing cells from unrelated donors phenotypically identical for HLA-A and

-B, two bulk primed reagents were generated: one against DR4, DRw53, Dw4, DQv3

disparities and the other against DR2, Dw2, DQwl disparities. The bulk primed

reagenta were "cloned" bv single cell deposition using the fluorescende activated

cell sorter (FACS IV - Becton Dickinson) or by limiting dilution of one cell per

three cells. The resulting "clontl" cell populations were expandad in IL-2

conla.ning medium in thte presence of x-irradifated feeder cells (lymphoblastoid

cell line (LCL) of the orijtaL seisitizing cell). After three ,eeks' expansion,

che clones were tested fo., proliferiution In the PiT assay using a panel of

weUl-characterizea peripheral blood l.ymphoc),tes (PBL) stimulator cells, 4nd for

lyric reactivity in a micro C4L sssay using a panel of .CL target cells.

Panel Studies and Monoclonal Antibody Inhibition Studies of Cytolytic Clones

Table III illustrates the combined results of three N4L testings using anti-,

DR4, -DRw53, -DQw3, and -Dw4 cells. The disparate priming specificities of the

1.. I I "A r A *.->
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original stimulator cell chat are shared by the designated ILL targets are

v-nderscored as well as X cytotoxicicy values of 10% or greater. The target cull

panel included cells which typed for the five HLA-Dw specificities associated

with DR4 (Dw4, DwlO, DwI3, Dw14, and Dwl5) as well as D~w3 positive, D94

negative cells and DQw3 negative, DR4 negative cells. All clones lysed the Dw4

positive targets including S (the original stimulator cell). Some clones

(15, 33) lysed only the Dw4 target cells; other clones (67, 21, 56, 48) also

lysed target cells which typed for other DR4 associated Dw specificities. In

addition, certain clones (67, 56, 48, 21) lysed targets which did not type for

DR4, Dw4, or DQw3 (targets 13, 15, 17, 18, 22).

Of 10 clones tested in mAb inhibition assays, the cytolytic activity of 9

was inhibited by the DR monomorphic mAb, L243 and Hlu-4 (representative results

illustrated in Table IV). The anti-DQ mAb, Tu22, also appeared to Inhibit

cytolysis in some cases by some of the clones; this rAb has been reported to

have anti-DR activity (Pawelec at al. 1982). The cytolytic activity of clone

21 is not blocked by the anti-DR or -DQ mAb at the concentrations shown but is

"completely blocked (104% inhibition) at a 1:20 dilution of L243 in addition to

being significantly inhibited by an anti-DRw53 mAb, PL3. This clone lyses 8 of

8 HLA-DRw53 positive target cella tested as well as 4 targets presumed to be

DRw53 positive based on DR and DQ phenotyping (14 to 51% cytotoxicity), but

does not lyse 7 DRw53 negative targets or 3 Zqrgets presumed to be DRw53

negative based i. DR and DQ phenotyping (Table III) '-M0 to 42 cytotoxicity).

An Intermediate lysla of 9% cytotoxicity was observed with the DwI5 HTC target

which does not type as DRw51 with local antisera but does type as DRw53

positive with 9th International Histocompatibility Workshop antisera.

Clones were generated against DR2, Dw2, DQwl disparate specificities using
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unrelated cells which typed identically for HLA-A and -B and shared the Dm3,

Dw3, DQ42 and DPw4 specificities. Clones were obtained by single cell

deposition (FACS IV) or limiting dilution of one call per three wells. A total

of 123 clones wire tested in PLT and CKL assays. Table V illustrates the

coinbitad rioults of three C4L testlngs. Ull clones tested lysed the Dv2 targets

tested. In addition wme clones (1-12, 3-64) lysed the Dvl2 target.

Other clones (3-29, 3-27, 1-109) lysed additional DR2 positive targets. Cloas

1-17 lysed the Dv2 positive targets as well as the DR2 negative, DQwl positive

targets tested. Clones 3-27 and 1-109 also lysed some DR2 negative, DQwl

negative targets.

Table VI demonstrated the patterns of target cell lysis by the 3 DR

directed and 3 DQ directed (based on blocking with mAb (Reinsmoen and Bach

1965)) clones. Clone 3-19 lysad only Dw2 positive targets while clone 3-29

lysed all DR2 positive targets and clone 3-27 lysed some additional DM2

negative targets. Two of the DQ directed clones (3-09 and 3-17) lysed only

•-', Dw2 positive targets while clone 1-17 also lysed two additional DQwl positive

"cells (targets 7 and 8).

Our results using cloned T cells are best discussed in the context of the

working model that the extensive polymorphism for DR (DRI through Div14) is

associated with an #A61 dimer and DR,52 and DS~v53 with Q02. We would suggest

that such, or perhaps essentially all, of the polymorphism seen by clones

blocked with L243 and lku4 and within DR4 or Dm2 may be also associated with

"*4 oil1 for both DR4 and DR2, Clones directed as both DI and DQ recognize

determinants associated with the subtype polymorphism. This is in concert

with findings of DR and DQS chain polymorphism correlating with Dv subtypes.

Although we have only one clone putatively reactive with a determinant

associated with DRwS3 for DR4 haplocypes (blocked by PL3), this clone does not

detect a polymorphism subtypic to the Ml specificity of the G82 dimer
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(DRw53 and the presumed "DRwS1 ). Thera io increasing, albeit limited, evidence

supporting the concept that the DR0 2 gene/protein is relatively conserved on

haplotypes carrying a single serologically defined specificity such &a D•4 or

DR2. First, Suzuki at &l. (1984), Nishimura et &l. (1985), and Knowl'!@ at lI.

(1985) have found onse DR 8 spot in IlF that Is relatively constant within the

subtypes of D12 and W14, respectively; In th terminology we ore using, this

would be the DR6 2 protein. Second, the clone (2i) described in the present study

' as reactive with a potential DO Q62 diaer both react with essentially all the DR4

positive cells. Lastly, Cairns et le. (1985) in our laboratory have recently

sequenced a Sone from a D)4-Dvl4 HTC, that to identical in sequence, with the

W1• exception of a single base pair substitution leading to a conservative amino acid

change (lyalne to argLnine) at position 71, wtth a sequence obtained by R. Lang

from a cell carrying a DIA/Dv4 haplocype (or at least components of Dw4); such a

sequence might code for Ivw53. Thus, It may be chat the more eztensive T

lymphocyte recognized polymorphim Is associated primarily with DiaB "and DQ and

that Dill 2 is relative conserved.

THE DP POLYMORPHISM

'- *The DP Pnv-vorphiss has not been discussed In this chapter given its

separate review in this volume (Sanchez-Perez and Shaw, this volume). Some

comments regarding D1, Aspecially as it may relate to DM and DQ would seem in

"order, however. First, r"igents to define the DPwI-DPv6 segregant series may be

more easily preparable by the "cloning" approach that we have discussed to the

past (Bach and Reinsaoen 1982). Second, the protein polymorphism associated withL/ DP could be studied by us followtng the recognition that the monoclonal antibody



17/21 (Lnner and Bach 1984) originally described by Royston et al. (1981), as an

anti-DI nAb, in fact reacted with the DP diner. This mAb was referred to as FA,

"with the approval of Trowbridge (Watson et al., 1983), to avoid confusion between

LCL 721, with which most of the work wea d-he to define this cAb as onti-DP, and

the cab. Third, it has been possible to show formally that FA most probably

reacts with the a@ diner that expresses the DP determinant In that anti-PA blocks

clones" that react with the sensitising !lv specificity (Ohta at al. 1985).

Fourth, there is some added complexity of determinants recognized by cloned T

lymphocytee which may, or may not, be related to the DP region (as defined with

LCL mutants that have lost expression of all class I and of DM and DQ of a given

"haplotype, but still express DPw2 of that haplotype. Such mutants still express

a determinant (called 141) associated with thet same haplotype that is different

from DPw2 In Ire population distribution and based on the finding that N01

reactive T cells are blockcd with the cAb, TU39, which io known to react with DP

as well as other class it products (Ohbt ec al. 1965). Whether determinants

recognized by this clone are related to the Dl diner te we currently think of It,

or to a new ad diner not previously described has yet to be determined.

We have suggested that the DP segregant series may be analogous In

"evolutionary terem to the LD subtype polymorphLmn related to DR of a single

serologically defined specificity such as DR4. This suggestion is based

mprimarily on two findings. First, restriction fragment length polymorphism

(RFLP) patterns det4cted by Soutnern blotting is associated with different DR-DQ

specificities are easily shown. It appears more difficult to define RFLP

. patterns associated with the various Dw/LD subtypes of a given serologically

defined DR Ia specificity (Nicklas at al. 1985; Segall at al. 1985) as is also

"true for DP (CorekL *t &l. 1984). We have suggested that l'oth the subtype

polymorphims of individual DR serologically defined speciticities and the DP

, i' I l
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polymorphic. may be of more recent evolutionary origin (Bach 1985; Nickles ec

al. 1995). Second, there is. to date, no convincing evidence that the several

LD specificlttii of the polymorphLsa of DP can be reproducibly defined

serologically, although some DPv correlated @er& have been found, a situation

sitilar to that which obtained for the DB4 and DR2 Dw subtypes.
.t.

%S DISCUSSION4

-;?-The use of techniques that allow definition of determinants recognized by T

lymphocyte* and associated with HIA class II molecules hae, thus, allowed

"definition of further polyuorphim. not recognized with currently

available/characterized serological reasetns. Given the Intimate relationship

thought to exist between T lymphocyte recognition and major histocompatibility

comples encoded molecules, definition of chis LD (T lymphocyte defined),

polymorphim way be of the Sreatest iaport

. There are "veral areas of Interest in which Dv subtypes and serologically

.defined DSJDQ specificitcies have been compared for thsir respeccive roles. Two

areas, which may well be interrelated, involve (1) studies of HLA clams 11

restriction of nominal anrigen for T cell recognition and (ii) HIA antigen

"association with insulin-dependent diabetes (IDD). We have recently

performed/participated in a number of studies in which the class 11 restricting

specificity for several different nominal antigens has been Investigated

via-a-vis the serologically defined DB/D• I&a specificities and the Du

specifiticies. Subtypes of 014 and 112 have been studied for theme

"- investigacions. In most cases, the restricting specificity was very highly

associated with, or identical to, a Du subtype (Quigstad at al. 1984; lelnsmoen

ec al. 1984) rather than being associated directly with the serologically

defined specificitcie. (In one case involving a D12-Dv2 responding cell donor,

the bulk reagents recognized the harps virus in the context of both DO2 and Dv12
¾*

U
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but not in the context of D92-NN2 or non-DR2 ceils (Linner et al. 1985)).

Itnterestingly, In this immunogenetic sitiation, we have found several

"alloreactive clones that were sensitized to a DR2-Dv2 haplotype, but that

recognised a determinant apparently shared by DM2-Dv2 and D£2-Dvl2 target cells.

It would thus seen that the T lymphocyte recognized allo-LD specificities may

directly serve, or act as markers, for restricted recognition.

"We have also performed & subtype analysis in patients with IDD expressing

either Dl4 or D12. In the DR4+ IDD patten-s, we found a very significant

increase In 1e4 as opposed to the frequency of Dwh In D&4+ normal individuals.
1.

In the DIL2+ IDD patioute , we found a very significantly decreased frequency of

Dv2 and increased frequency of MN2 In the 1DD patients as opposed to the notsals

(Bach et al. 1985). Once again, thus, it would appear that DN/LD subtype

definition may be of Import for what are biologically Important phenomena

"relating to the MHC.

That LD polymorphism, recognized by T lymphocytes, correlates wirh a

protein polymorphism detected In isoelectric focusing and may well, to a large

"extent, reflect the functional polymorphism of these MHC loci as it pertains to

"restricted recognitlon. It would seem that a correlation between careful

"definition of class II determinants recognited by T lymphocytes can now be

"correlated with specific sequences of class II genes encoding those determinants.

The tools of molecular biology make the future In this area very exciting indeed.

.1°
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Table I Established HLA-D Region Specificities Defined by the

9th International Histocompatibility Workshop 1984

HLA-DR Specificities HLA-Dw Association HLA-DQ Apnociation

DRi DWI DQwl

DR2 -Dw2 DQwl
Dw12 DQwl

DR3 DRw52 DO3 DQw2

DR4 D~w53 Dtv4,10,13,14 DQw3
Dwl5 DQ blank

DR5 DRw52 Dw5 DQw3.
DRlIi DRw52 DQw3
DRw12 D~w52 DQw.i

DR6
DRwl3 DRw52 DwI8,i9 DQwl
DRwl4 DRw52 0v9 DQwi
DwIvi D~w53 Dw16 DQw3

DR7 DRw53 Dw7,17 DQw2
Dftv53 DwIl iw

DRw8 DRw52 Dw8 DQ blank

DRw9 D~w53 DQw3

DRw1O -- DQw I
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Table II. HLA-DR2 and DR4 Associated Dv Specificities
University of Minnesota

% of DR2 or DR4
Shaplotypes Ag freg. Gene freg.

Dw2 120 78% 0.134 0.069
Dw12 7 5% 0.008 0.004
HN2 10 6Z 0.011 0.006
Dw blank 17 11%

Dw4 84 43% 0.094 0.048Dwl4 41 212 0.046 0.023DWlO 18 92 0.020 0.010
Dwl3 15 82 0.017 0.009Dwl5 4 2% 0.004 0.002
Dv blank 32 162

total I HLA-Dw typed - 896
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TABLE III Cytolytic Clones - Anti DR/Dw4 Priming

Targets

SI 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DR 3,4_4,4 4,4 4 4,4 4_,4___ 4,' 4,4 4,4
DRw 53 (53) (53) 53 (53', (53) 53 53 - 53 53
Dw 3,4 4,4 4,4 13,4 UJi,13 13,13 14,14 14,14 15,15 10,10 10.10
DQ 3 3 3 (3) (3) 3 3 3 - 3 3
DP 1 4 3,4 NT Ur 5 2,3 3,6 5 NT 4

clone #
15 18 34 25 15 3 1 -2 -19 2 -2 3
33 43 62 46 34 1 8 8 -10 2 -4 1
67 35 59 44 46 -1 43 -1 -19 3 1 68
21 14. 46 24 22 17 T" 26 17 9 17 YT
56 "31 "'64 35 12 62 24 55 W 25 -4 3

48 14 46 25 27 34 5 62 64 1"9 10 3

Targets
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

DR 5,5 5,5 3,3 2,2 1,9 2,6 2,2 1,i 2,3 3,3 6,6 7,7
52 NT 52 NT 53 52 - - 52 NT 52 53

Dw 5,5 5,5 3,3 2,2 1,B-SK 6,MN2 2,2 1,1 2,3 3,3 6,6 "7,7
DQ 3 NT 2 NT 1 1 1 1 NT 1 2
DP 4 4 3,4 4,5 WN NT 2,5 ";4 4,6 1,3 2,4 4

clone #
15 -5 -4 6 1 3 -4 -2 -5 -5 -18 -9 -7
33 -6 -7 2 -2 4 -6 -6 3 -4 -2 -3" -4
67 2 6 10 Wr WY -2 16 2 7 -4 -2 -1
21 -3 -5 3-- 4 51 -2 7-- -2 2 -20 -7 29
56 -4 -5 12 8 71- -4 -4 -5 -7 -20 -8 -10
48 -7 -6 4 9 49 -5 -6 55 4 -12 -8 -5

*clones 56, 63, and 46 also demonstrate proliferative reactivity

Specificities indicated within parenthesis have not been tested but a:e as

indicated based on the phenotyping data.
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TABLE IV Dissection of Determinants Associated with Different DR Dimers

Anti-DR4/Dw4/DQv3 Priming Combination

Anti-DR mAb Anti-DRw53 NAb Anti-DQ mAb

L243 11u4 PL3 Tu22

Clones 80** 400 4000 80 400 4000 80 400 4000 80 400 4000

15 113' 104 60 121 98 54 Mr 14 25 31

37 121 129 121 111 79 57 NT 43 32 67

48 116 106 66 91 81 6 29 -29 -43 -3 9 3

67 111 89 38 117 109 57 24 17 24 -13 -11 2

63 97 32 38 145 104 31 -25 -150 0 38 45 62

21 7 8 14 20 2 10 10N 104 76 14 5 29

* results expressed as % inhibition

value A 50% are underscored
NT - not tested

' reciprocal mAb dilutions

0J
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TABLE VI HLA-DR and DQ Determinar-a Comprising a "Dw SpeciftciLty"

LCL target cells

"S 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

"DI 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 6,6 1,1

Dv 2.3 2,2 2.2 2.2 12,12 FJO LD-5a 6,6 1,1
lILA

41 DQv 1,2 T_ 1 NT 1 1 3 1 1

DPN 4,6 4,5 2,5 NT NT NT NT 2,4 3,4

3-19 is 14 40 55 4 1 -2 -2 -5

Ant i-DR
Clones 3-29 27 22 41 31 29 47 43 -8

3-27 27 18 53 50 36 18 -1 47 -5

3-89 19 5 23 41 8 1 -3 -8 -8

Antl-DQ 3-17 24 19 29 29 4 2 -3 -4 -8
Clones

1-17 11 22 29 24 1 5 -3 91 26

I.,

flu

e*

[]
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Legends

Fig. 1. Five ILA N Cluiters Associated with HrA-DO: 56 DR4+ cells were typed

with 22 DR4+ HTC* defining the Dw clusters DW14, Dwl3 with the associated

specificity KT2, Dvl5, Dw4, and DvlO.

Fig. 2. MLA-D12 Aasociated Dv clusters: 26 DR2+ cells classified as typing for

Dw2, DW12, MN2, LD-Sa or blank were tested by the LD-Sa HTCe, REM and BAS, as

well as a related HTC WJR and a fourth DR2+ HTC, FJO. Only LD-5a+ responder

cells gave typing responses to the LD-5a HTCs whereas some but not all KN2+ cell

gave typing response to the FJO HTC. When cells were primed against either M142+

or LD-Sa+ haplotypes both LD-5a+ and 14N2+ cells restimulated both these primed

reagents suggesting shared stimulator determinants. By carefal selectiou of the

priming cell combinations used to generate additional PLT reagents, atimulatory

determinants unique to the LD-5a or 1N2 specificities could also be identified.

Fig. 3. Definition of the iLA-DR2 associated specificity 1N2 as defifted by FLT

reagents: PLT reagent generated from responding cell IlLA-A3,2; S44,15; DMl; DOi

primed against stimulator cell HLA-A2, v32; 315, w39; DRI,2; DvO, MN2 was

restimulated by Dw2+, Dw12+, DRt2+ Dw blank and DR2 negative cells.

Fig. 4. PLT results of two bulk reagents prepared against DPw2 (A) and DPw4 (D)

and two cloids derived from each bulk reagent (B, C and E, F respectively)

utilistzi the following priming combinations: anti-DPv2: i - HLA-A2, 11; 57,

v35; DRl,7; Dwl,7; Dtv3,4; S - HLA-A2, 25; 3w39, vSO; DR1,7; Dwl,7; DPv3,2; and

anti DPw4; A - HLA-A2; 340; DR4,7; Dv4,7; DP2; S - HLA-Al, w31; 817, 4u; D14,71;

DW4,7; DPw2,4. Clolds refer to reagents generated from plating a limited number

of cells (I.e. 5) per well and are thus probably not true clones.

1.-I
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